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o. In this paper I present an interesting morphopho-

nemic phenomenon in Colville, an interior Salishan language 

of eastern Washington. Then I discuss similar phenomena 

in related languages and draw some diachronic inferences. 

The phenomenon in Colville is one I call "long-distance 

conditioning", where some element in the root interacts 

with an element in the suffix at a distance of several 

phonemes, and often one or more morphemes. 

1. There occur some words in Colville which appear 

to have shifted a pharyngeal resonant from the root to the 

stressed suffix: the root has lost a pharyngeal, and the 

suffix has added one. Further, the vowel of the suffix 

is lowered to [a], homorganic with the (immediately pre

ceding) inserted pharyngeal. Thus three changes are in-

volved, one in the root (the -loss of a pharyngeal), and 

two in the suffix (the insertion of a pharyngeal and the 

lowering of the vowel). 
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The following forms are attested in Colville: 

1. ~Way-lse~~t his clothes are dirty (~W~~y bZack), 
~ 

-lseut cZothes~ appurtenances 

la. 
, W ~ ~ 

q ay-~as Blackman, -us face 

lb. • 'W ~,. • ... ' I-S-t-q ay-~aea? I am very d1.-rty, -iea? surface 

2 • 
.". , ~ , 

v-~al-s-~alca?-t-an (s-~al-f~al-t day), -llca? inside 

2a. 
~, W ~, W 

~al-p-~alax it's daylight, -ulax earth 

2b. 
, ~ ~ 

c-kai-~a-~l-~as-am he has been watching for them, -us 

eye 

.3. k-s-cam-~ilqs he has a blanket coat (*c~am cover), 

-(i)lqs clothes 

4. si-m-an-c~it they make a fuss (s~~y-Ix they are noisy) 

-cut reflexive 

5. pw-an-c~~t-alx they make noise runn1.-ng down (p~iw he 

ran down), -cut reflexive 

6. 

7 • 

8. 

kal-tam-1is-s-alx they kiss them (*t 1am suck), -us face 

" ~ c-an-can-can-m-~as-am he keeps his eyes tightly shut 
, ~ 

(c1an tight), -us eye 
, .. ~ 

ia?-ia?t-x~an he gets his feet wet (l~at wet), -x(a)n 

feet 

9. s-an-pa-pt-1ila?qW dumplings (p1at boil), -ila?qW (dim. 

of -ilqW cylindrical object) 

10. c-ps- 1aya? senseless (p~as scared), -iya? ? 

All these examples contain lexical suffixes, and two of 

the root pharyngeals are unattested. 

In addition to these lexical suffixes, at least one 

grammatical suffix attracts unto itself a pharyngeal: 
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11. , ~ "" '" cam-cm-an-t-1as he started sucking -(i)s Jrd trans 
, , 

The root cum, however, is apharyngeal. 

Finally, one case of vowel lowering, unaccompanied 

by pharyngeal intrusion (or shift), has been noticed: 

12. 
... , ~ , 

fa-~s-~lca? good tasting meat (fas good), -ilca? meat 
, 

The stress properties of the roots s1ay, p)aw, *t1am, 
~ , 
c 1an, i1at, p1at and p1as are indeterminate, whicl1 is to 

say that examples have not been found of these roots oc

curring with variable stress suffixes; qW1ay is stress 

retentive (loses its stress only to an inherently stressed 

suffix, but retains its stress when followed by a variable 
, , 

stress suffix); f1al, *c1am and cum are stress shifting 

(lose their stress to variable stress suffixes as well as 

to inherently stressed suffixes). All the suffixes are 

inherently stressed except -(a)lqs, -x(a)n and -(l)s. 

The shift of the pharyngeals is probably a function 

of the combination of several factors, including the stress 

properties of roots and affixes. In spite of the scanty 

evidence it is possible to conjecture that the pharyngeal 

of a stress retentive root is pushed onto an inherently 

stressed suffix (but not onto a variable stress suffix), 

while the pharyngeal of a stress shifting root is pushed 

onto both inherently stressed and variable stress suffixes. 

The following examples corroborate this hypothesis: 

'W .. ") lc. s-t-q )ay-xan-x Blackfeet, -x(a n foot 

'W .. ".) ld. q )ay-lqs black robe, priest -(a lqs clothes 

At this point the postulation of underlying forms and 
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rules that account for these pharyngeal movements (as a 

synchronic phenomenon) seems less important than the correct 

reconstruction of a more general pre-Colville morphophono

logical process. 2 

Internal evidence suggests that pharyngeal movement 

from the root to the suffix was at one time a regular morpho-

phonemic process, and that, for reasons still unknown, the 

pharyngeal of the root was occasionally lost, leaving as 

evidence of its previous existence its suffix reflex--some-

times the suffix pharyngeal and lowered vowel as in example 

11, and sometimes only the lowered vowel, as in example 12. 

Further, there is no reason to believe the suffixes ever 

to have contained a pharyngeal, since the presence of the 

suffix pharyngeal is conditioned by the root pharyngeal. 3 

One further general observation should be made, that 

(pre-) Colville favors "long distance conditioning". The 

predilection of the language for this is obvious elsewhere: 

in the stress placement rules, in the metathesis rule of 

middle verbs, in the ablaut rules, and in the diachronic 

rules of sound change where back consonants block a vowel 

shift with intervening segments. 

2. The Colville evidence should not be considered 

separately from the evidence available from related interior 

Salishan languages, Spokan, Kalispel, Thompson, Shuswap 

and Coeur d'Alene. 
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2.1. Of all the interior Salishan languages, Spokan 

is closest to Colville. 

2.1.1. In Spokan Carlson4 speaks of roots with 

·pharyngealized or "dark" vowels. lIe describes the process 

the forms undergo as follows: "A vmvel 'harmony' rule works 

to lower the .•. suffix [vowel] before the underlying root 

vowel is deleted." For example: 

13. 'e' ~ , , p c-en-t-as he lets his bowels go (pac loose bowels) 

-es 3r>d tr>ans. 
, , 

Cognates: Cv p~ac shoot out, squir>t, 

,. '" . , Cm pac, Cr pic, Ka pac, Sh P1C 

7a. ~en-em-s-t-an I tightened it (~an tight) Ka ~an 

7b. -l' ~ v ci-cen-em-anc-m-s-t-en I tied the cinch, -enc stomach 

In Spokan there are a number of roots with pharyngeal-

ized vowels. Por example: 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

-l r>ounded and hol low cap 
, , 
tas har>d Cv t ~as, 

, 
Sh1 t~\.J Ka tas, 

, , 
p~t gr>avy-Zike substance Cv 

, 
p~at pour> in, over>flozu, 

, 
Sh pat over>flow, boi l over>, hang down ar>ound edges, 

, ~ 

with darkened vowel c-pet-pt-ap have one's pants 

hanging down 
, .' , ,~ 

pas, as In spas nighthawk Cv ps-p~as 
, '.' , ,~, ,~, , 
com bone Cv SClm, Cm scam, Cr s-cam, Ka scorn, Sh s-cem 

nos snot Cv s-n~as, Ka n~s, Sh san-sn 
, , ,~ ~, 

mtos kidney Cv ~t~as, Cm metus, Cr matus 
, 

All these roots (with the possible exception of c.2..m) are 

presumed to function as pac and ~an. 

2.1.2. The exact phonetic make up of other forms is 
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unclear, and Carlson thinks that there might be a contrast 

between pharyngealized vowels and sequences of vowels plus 

pharyngeals. Examples of this indeterminacy are: 

21.lo~w to fit Cv li~w, Cm l~~w_, Cr I~Rw, Ka le~, Sh li~w; 

and Cr la~w plunge head first, Ka 100 dip, fall into 

. w 
a hole, Sh c-lu~ 

22. co~w fringedCvce~w (vOlvel unattested), Ka co, 8h 

23. ?a1 to lose Cv ~a1, Ka *aal, Sh )?i?l 

24. ham, hamip to melt Cv ~emap (*~am), Cm l}~mp, Cr Rtm(t), 
. .. 

Ka amt 

25. poc, spoct a sore CV s-puc-t 

26. san, se~-sa~-t tame., gentle Cv sen-s~n-t,' Ka sa~ 
27. tcap to jar., shake 

28. ~at movable 

Several forms based on some of these "uncertain" roots 

exhibit variation between lowered and intact vowel suffixes: 

21a. 

21b. 

21c. 

22a. 

22b. 

le~wop, hes ~lo? it fits together 

le~wa~sten thimble, -~~st hand 

lo~Went~n I put it together 

ncucawane Gullhead fish, -~ne? ear 
-'", "-.y. 

scowacst - scowecst f~nger 

Cognates from Cv (and other languages) point to Sp 

rOQts of two shapes: *C~VC and CV~. It is possible to con

jecture that pre-Sp *C~VC «CVC) participated fully in a 

pharyngeal movement rule, whereas CV~ roots did not. 
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2.2. In Kalispel the lowering of the suffix vowel 

is conditioned by (1) the presence in the root of the vowel 

[a] (which must be presumed from *~a), and (2) by the 

presence in the root of the sequence VI (which must be pre-

sumed from *Vr). 

2.2.1. Vogt describes the process as follows: 5 "In 

some cases the vowels i and e of a suffix are replaced by 

a, when the stem itself contains the vowel a. Stem-vowel 

a is usually lost." Vogt provides the following examples 

and comments: 

6a. 
, , , , , 

*tam suck, tdmam he sucks, estdmma cant. he sucks 

7a. 
.'" ,,, , , 
lcan it is tight, escdnpama it is tightening, cdnop 

(with unexplained 0), compl. it gets tightened 

9a. *pat boil, as in nptip the ~ater boils, esenpdtpdmi 

lOa. 

26a. 

, k W cant. the water boils, -et water 
, , 

pas scared~ surprised, ipas he is bewildered, psap 

he gets scared, espdspdrnicont. he gets scared Sp ps(i) 
, ,,' , , "'v 

Sdnsant tame, sdnsdntuwals he gets tame, also prob. 

tstsil~ they jubilate, -1l~; derived reflexive with 

unexplained 0: tspdmdncot they applaud 

These formiconfirm the hypothesis that all of these 

roots should be reconstructed as *C~VC. The unexplained o's 

may be presumed to be lowered u's. 

2.2.2. Some roots which contain the sequence VI (l'lhich 

must be presumed from *Vr) trigger the lowering of the suffix 

vowel, as in the following cases: 6 

,,, W ' ) '? 29. incalatk the water is cold «calt it is cold Cv ca r, 
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, , 
Sh cal hurt, Sp cer ache~ hurt, cold 

30. §all lazy, §alliman ~ho by natural disposition is 

inclined to laziness, -~man habitual Cv xar waste time, 

Cr §ar use no energy, Sh xal, xlal short of breath, 

Sp §er 

Jw 'w'w ' , ? 31. K al cracked open, sk k alane oyster, -ene ear 

'w 'w ~ 'w'w ~ ? Cv sk ak rina? clam shells, Sp sk k arene oyster 

3la. kWal, k Wallp it got cracked 

3la. exemplifies what Carlson has called a "reasonably 

reeular retention of unstressed a before l<*r." Instead 

of "harmonizing" with the root vowel, the suffix vowel re-

mains intact, and the root vowel is retained. Since not 

all Ka roots with l<*r behave this way, we might suspect 

that only those roots with *r plus a pharyngeal element 

either (1) undergo the suffix vowel lowering and the root 

vowel deletion yules, or (2) do not undergo the suffix 

vowel lowering rule, but retain the low root vowel. This 

la tter can be presumed to have developed al ~ * 1ar. Thus 

pre-Sp (and pre-Cv) *CCj'Vr> CVr, with no further trace of 

the pharyngeal, while Ka (and, as will be seen, Sh) exhibit 

the pervasive process(es) described here. 

2.3. The Thompson data allow Thompson to describe 

the synchronic phenomenon of "dark vowels" \vholly in 

terms of two (phonetic) conditioning factors. Dark vowels 

occur (1) ln stressed or closed syllables (8 becomes i, 

r) becomes ~ (p. 21); and (2) in the neighborhood of re-
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worked out"). Prom the examples provided it is impossible 

to infer that the now near-regular vowel lowering rule was 

once triggered by the combination of certain roots and 

suffixes. Thus: 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

//ye)-ele?-xan:-t-es// [y)ale?xes] she drags him 

'w 'w ~ //s-q em-efen// [sq mafn] shoulder 

/ /xec: -n- es/ / [xaces] he smokes [buckskin] . . 
//ne-fe[e]c-us// [nfa?cGs] he gets smoke in his eyes 

2.4. In Shuswap Kuipers recognizes two separate 

causes for the same phenomenon of vowel lowering: "In suf-

fixes, ei u are replaced by a e 0 respectively when these 

suffixes are combined with certain roots." 

2.4.1. The first cause for the suffix vowel lowering 

rule remains. indeterminate: "certain roots are found with 

suffixes with darkened vowels .•. " Several of the roots 

listed by Kuipers are cognate with Cv roots which contain 

a pharyngeal: 

8a. 
, , 

lat wet, x-let-lt-ap have wet behind 
, 

l6a. pat overflow ... 

36. ,~ 'w"" ... starn-alt cattle, stm-lt-x -alce beef Cv stem)alt, 

"~ v ' ,~ " ... Cr s-tama(lturns), Ka sterna, Sp s-tm-a? 

37. c-lac soaked, c-x-ic-ap having wet behind 

Cv l)ac, Cr lac one drop falls, Sp lc(a) to drip 

, " 38. s-x-cmi-os matter in the eye, also mcuit Cv ~c)alt, 
, ... , , ... 

Cm mecult, Cr mac-ult, Sp rncoi-t 
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Por several other roots and forms the cognacy is either 

unknown or uncertain, or the cognates do not contain p]laryn-

geals: 

39. 
, , , 

c-m~t lying flat, s-mt-eqe? mushpoom Cf? Cv rna), c-kl-

ma)-ltkW it's floating on top of the watep 

40. ta? negation, ta?-xet-s (also -xlt-s) to pefuse sb. 

(obj.) stg. Ka ti(m) 

41. teline (a mythical monster),telane-?ilxW abode of teiine 

42. cnp to vibpate~ tpemble~ be shaken, cecnp-ikst have 

one's hands vibpating~ etc. 

43. , ''''' "... , ces-l-, s-ces-ces-lollse hail Cv scecslus ent, Cm cese-
\.......00' 

! '? V''''? ' " usa, Cr s7s-ces-Ius' , Ka ssa"luse?, Sp cs-I-use? 

44. niw-p-a!xkri apthpitis~ pheumatism, ?~n'W-t bent~ twisted, 

'W " ?nk -alxkn to have pheumatism 

45. ~-lak to lie splashed down~ to lie in a heap, ?s-t

iek-akst to get a splash of stg. on one's apm Cv? c-

iak a swamp 

" ) } 46. kjs-t bad, kes-os ugly-looking Cv Kas-t, KS-US ugly, 

Cr ~es(t), Ka ~es, Sp ~es 

47. xep-qin noon, xep-qn-men noontime apppoaches 

48. 
. ... , 

c-xen lyingsppead out, t-xn-ene to covep Cv xen, Cm 
... , v , v 

xen-, Cr s£n, Ka sen, Sp §n 
, 

49. se-xWy-anst (also -enst) woodwopm Cv sxW6xWya?, Ka 

sx6xWiye?, Sp s-xWuxWy-e? 

Pinally, 'ther~ is a borrowing: 

50. kW6so pig Cv kos~ (also kWukW6s), Ka lkos~ (lqos~), 

Sp lqWos~ 
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It should be noted that a pharyngeal has intruded in the 

Cv borrowing m~Wot~n mutton~ lamb (as well as in kW~ita 

quarter in the pronunciation of some speakers), suggesting, 
Q.t 

again, thatAan earlier stage of the language, pharyngeals, 

now in the process of being lost, were very common sounds. 

2.4.2. The other cause of the darkened vowel suffix 

!·tc1-C> d--ec ';, rc"n 
+c(fu:,t.\-' ." 

vowels in Shuswap is I «*r) as C2• Kuipers observes that 

"though some roots have all suffixes (in so far as recorded) 

in darkened form, others may have the darkened form in one 

and the regular form in another suffix •.• Sometimes both 

forms are possible .•. The 'regular' form of the suffix 

has analogically replaced the 'darkened' one in a number 

of cases." 

Though these statements are intended to apply to all 

darkening roots, it appears that I roots (~*r) are more 

subject to variation than other roots. And it isn't 

always clear that regular forms have analogically replaced 

darkened ones. In several cases the analogy might have 

proceeded vice-versa. 

- The problem cannot be solved at the moment because 

the comparative evidence is inconclusive. Colville roots 

with C2 as 1 or r «1 *~ar) no longer behave like the other 

pharyngeal roots. Undoubtedly there is, somewhere in Col-

Ville, a relic of this process, but I haven't discovered 

it yet. Spokan, likewise, appears to have done away with 

a vowel lowering rule triggered by l<*r roots. But 

Kalispel retains the rule. The Ka evidence, in fact, sug-
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gests that Sp probably had a similar rule until quite re-

cently, and that the shape of these roots was probably 

*C~Vr. And the evidence from Cr, as will be seen, is 

inconclusive. 

The S11 roots which darken suffix vowels are listed 

below, but no reconstruction of pre-Sh roots is attempted: 

S1. 

52. 

53. 

~ ? W ~, W s-ml-ole x clay Cr a-mvl-~lvmx soil~ earth 

mlem-alx w to paint a house 
, 

mlen-Ip balsam-tree, mln-lp-altx W balsam-tree bark 

Sp mari-n-lp 

54. mlokw out of joint, mlkw-p-akst (also -ekst) dis-

locate one's wrist 
, 

55. s-cls- [s]t-as to oil 
, 

5 6 . s e 1 co mea part ( * sir - ), x - s 1 - a w s - q n - s to s cal p 

57. 

58. 

Cv ser (full vowel unattested) 
, , ~ ~ ~ 

kl-am to cut strips of skin Cv kar, Cr car, Sp cerCi) 

(cal) (cayl) 

W W' ~ ~ k al yellow~ green, t-k l-se-?elp (-?aip) chokecherry 

tree Cv kWri, Cm kWir-, Cr kWir, Ka kWa'li?, Sp kWr(i) 

kWal(i), kWri?, (kWali?) 

59. xl-xal-t steep Cr xr run uphill, Ka ~al, Sp ~r (~al) 

, " 59a. xlapt shortcut, t-xlpt-aws, t-xlapt-aws (trail) runs 

over mountain 

60. xl-eix-m to spawn Cv xai 

61. xWl to turn~ spin 

62. xWel-m to open a ditch, divert water 

63. xW?al to be in a hurry Cv? xWar to tremble, Ka? ~wal 
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to make a little movement (?), Sp? x~er(l) (x~al(i)) 

to shake 

64. v ' ol-5al-t strong Cr? 1ar be firm~ strong, Ka *el to 

try hard~ make efforts 

65. wI-en to burn, x-wl-nt-ike? kindling Cv wa;, Cr g~el, 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

Ka u"l, Sp wr(i) (wl(l)) (wer(i)) 

wl-aps antler~ horn, x-wl-aps-ike? spoon made of horn 

wl-ank intestine~ belly~ stomach 

yel/yal be wound around Cv yir, Ka yal (yel), Sp yir(e) 

(yal(e) 
,~ ,~ 

yelk curve~ coil~ hollow, ylk -nt-as to coil around 

2.5. For Coeur d'Alene Reichard realized that the 

vowel darkening (lowering) processes (she called them 'vowel 

dissimilation') could be understood fully only when com-

parative evidence would be available. "I have l'lorked upon 

the problem presented by these examples [of vowel dissimil-

ation] intensively from the beginning of my work with Coeur 

d'Alene and I have come to the conclusion that it can be 

finally solved if at all, only l'lith comparative materia1." 

Nonetheless she felt forced to explain the vocalic 'dis-

similation' in terms of phonetic conditioning. She thought 

to have found one possible conditioning factor, but was 

at a loss to pinpoint others. "Certain stems containing 

bilabial consonants, but by no means all of them, have a 

progressive influence on the vowels ... It is not possible 
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to tell in every case which consonant of the stem has the 

influence, in most cases it seems as if both consonants 

function together in this respect." And: "The rest of the 

stems seem to depend on some sound other than labial to 

influence the following vowels; it is difficult to determine 

what it might be." The processes in question are two: the 

lowering of u to ), and the much more common lowering of 

other vowels to a. 

Cognate pharyngeal roots in Colville (and elsewhere) 

point to pre-Cr pharyngeal roots of the shape *C~Vc. 

6b. 
,. ..' ",., \J 
tam make damp~ dampen, sya-tam-alvmx one who ticks 

peopte (-ilvmxw person) 

lab. pas be astonishing, pasitc-stman I will ptay a trick 

on him, -itc deceive 

lac. p??~s joke, tci?ts-p ?s-ts~n I am joking hither, -tcin 

mouth 

13 '.' . .. h " a. pac squ&rt~ hence~ defecate, urinate, cai- &s-t-pac-

l6b. 

26b. 

70. 

... 
~s-am I witt squirt him in the eye, -us eye 
, , , , '" 
pat be mushy~ pour mushy stuff, t-pat-a?s?ants he 

~ 

poured cement on rock, -1S 

, " '" , san tame, sa-san-san-t-alc-stus he broke it (horse) 

-iic ({row 
, , , ... 

yae be tight, firm, tc-yae-yac-am-atct-am hold on 
, 

tight, -itct finger Cv y~ac 
, t ~ , 

71. tap shoot, tap-scant he. shot, stcint people Cv t~ap, 

, ... ' ' '' Ka taap, Sp tap(i) 

Several other Cr roots lower the suffix vowel, but the 
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cognates are either apharyngeal or unidentified: 

72. 

73. 

74. 

, , , '..: 
lap mark, make welt, tc~n-lap-lap~ap-atct my hand be-

came welted, -itct hand Cv lap, Cm lip, Cr lip, l~p, 
, 

Sh lp-

lal sprinkle, h~n-lal-lal-&na?-antam he was car sprinkled 

..: nas wet, a-tc-nas-nas-us-tcant he wets people's eyes, 

stcint people Ka, Sp nas 

75. ,~m go to live with in-laws, ,~m-~n-ts;t-an he went 

to live with in-laws Cv s-l,ma-m-s he got married 

76. 

77. 

x"'am ?, x"'am-atct woodpecker, -itct finger, wing 
,,,,, "," " 

?, h~n-tcyx -tcux -ap-~nam he retired, -ip bottom 

78. tam scorch, atc-tam-a~as it exists scorched on the sur-
, 

face, -iw~s together 

79. 
, , 
pasaq'" long brittle object breaks (both regular and 

dissim. forms are correct) 
, , ... , "? ') 80. pul poison ivy, pul-am-atca? he applied p. i., -ltsa .~ 

allover 

81. mas-mas kind of vegetable, an-mas-mas-atk"'a? water is 

full of masmas 

One is a borrowing, 

82. paay from Fr. Espagne, s-paay-,lymc Spanish, -ulymc 

person 

but this form could have been borrowed from espagnol, which 

would explain the~. Another root, the cognate of which 

is apharyngeal in Cv, also lowers the suffix vowel. In Cv, 

inexplicably a pharyngeal intrudes in the suffix: 
t .? ' , ..... lla. Clm suck, nl -c]m-awas-ants he sucked amongst 
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Finally, there are four other Cr roots which lower 

the suffix vowel. They all have r or 
(,) 
1 as C 2 • 

, 
-iwits together 

83. mal bubble, tc~ni?-n8l-pawas it bubbles from in between, 

. ' .. -lwas between 

84. 
, , . 

mal heat, a-m81-atct-m8n-tcitl~s he is making us too 
, , 

warm, - i tct fingers ? Cv m )al, Cm mal, Cr also mE:J. 

85. ... , I.J ' I.J mul soil~ earth, a-mvl-ylvmx soil~ earth, -ulVmx 

ground 

3. From the available evidence I conclude that, in 

all the Salishan languages of the interior here discussed, 

at one time there was a wide spread phenomenon in which 

a characteristic of the root was transferred to a suffix. 

In these forms that characteristic, once transferred to 

the suffix, was lost to the root. The characteristic is 

construed to be a pharyngeal element in C2 of CCVC roots. 

Its reflexes in the suffixes vary from language to language, 

but can be subsuned under two groups: (1) movement of the 

pharyngeal to the suffix with attendant vowel assimilation; 

(2) simple vowel assimilation (lowering) with loss of the 

root pharyngeal. At this time the conditioning factors 

for these processes can be inferred only for Colville, 

the language I know first hand. 

The loss of (root) pharyngeals (pervasive in some 

languages, less so in others) impedes at this time a direct 
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reconstruction of these elements, but fortunately clues 

as 'to original pharyngeal roots are provided by those forms 

with darkened suffix vowels (after analogical formations 

and irregular forms have been identified),7 as well as by 

roots with I and r «*r) as C2 if it can be proved that 

they contained an original pharyngeal. 
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II wish to acknowledge the support of the following 
during my research: nSF, IJEH, the WhatcoP.l Museus (Helville 
and Elizabeth Jacobs Fund), SIL, and the Universities of 
Kansas, Hawaii, and Hontana. 

2Interest in the synchronic rnorphophonological mechanisms 
is outweighed by the diachronic implications of these pha
ryngeal movements, and panchrony has precedence over syn
chrony. This attitude is opposite to (but not incompat-
ibl -e"l'li th) ,Langacker' s: "The history of a language may 
furnish the linguist with valuable clues as he begins a 
synchronic analysis, and it may provide evidence to cor
roborate an analysis proposed and justified on other grounds, 
but it cannot stand alone as the sole motivation for a 
system of rules and underlying representations. Historical 
accuracy is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition 
for adopting a synchronic theory." (P. 27) In this con-
text I take "theory" to mean a set of inductive rules based 
on the data. 

3This phenomenon is strikingly homologous to that observed 
by Whitney in Sanskrit. In Sanskrit the aspiration of some 
root stops is shifted to other stops: "before obstruents 
and word boundaries, root-final aspiration is moved to the 
initial stop of the root." The phenomenon has been talked 
about plenty, and the question is: does the aspiration 
actually shift? Most recently Anderson has proposed a 
"readily available" alternative analysis which sets up 
aspiration everywhere and deletes it where necessary. 
Anderson argues that his analysis is superior to Whitney's 
on "theoretical" grounds, that is, the rules that account 
for the phenomenon are simpler. The problem, as I see it, 
is that these "theories" ultimately prevent the formulation 
of valid typologies. 

41 am indebted to Barry F. Carlson for the Spokan data 
and comments which he has generously provided me. 

SVogt lists a series of examples. But there are two 
phenomena involved, and here I am separating them. 

6Examples 29 and 30 are Vogt's; 31 and 3la are Carlson's. 

7The problem is complicated by the ablaut system (and 
consonant gradation systeP.l), which I believe at one time 
permeated these languages. It is quite likely that the 
root pharyngeals occurred only in a-grade forP.ls, with 
different assimilatory properties in the other grades. 
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